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These are wholly exceptional times
Beyond the viral pandemic & the backdrop of economic recovery, the new world of work will be very different.

Working environments will need to adapt, to a greater or lesser extent, to growth in the digital economy & in home-based working.  
With, potentially, alterations in ways of working & in how & where a business operates.
Though influences will differ from industry to industry, sector to sector, & function to function, no working circumstance will remain untouched.
The challenge for business is to assess the new demands & to adapt dynamically.

The new world of work will mean different property priorities.

In reshaping operations, the scope, scale & usage of a business’s property resources - 
whether as owner or occupier - may need to change to fit the future.
What has applied in the past for some corporate property commitments may not be best 
for altered operations.
Major change by businesses in property resources can only be based on finite analysis of 
circumstances & commitments. Matching operations to resources & location. Targeting 
change that is critical & judging risks, opportunities & achievable options. Planning change 
to the benefit of the business.

These developments raise highly technical questions; forward plans need to depend on skilled analysis & advice.

What it could mean 
Major change in property commitments or responsibilities may raise complex issues & create the need for critical negotiations, with 
contracted interests & regulatory authorities.  It must be based on clear analysis, decisive strategy & actioned throughout with strong 
professional support.

Precisely for such circumstances, Hyatt launch react as an expert support service to businesses 
pursuing change

A react project brief:

Analyse present property commitments & the need for adjustment, or change.
Establish the means by which the changes may be sought.
Whether, how, when & with what attendant risks & opportunities these may be achieved.   
Refine the options for action.
Consider all complementary functions, including those where change is also planned &  
relationships with other professionals.
Agree & project manage the forward plan.

react       assess       define       target       manage       achieve
from react to results

Call Bob Hyatt on 07720 038232
www.hyattonproperty.com

Bob Hyatt himself delivers all react programmes for clients
Long experience in all aspects of the professional & legal property issues in change scenarios. With a national reputation in problem-
solving & in handling complex negotiations through to conclusion.
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A new specialist service to support business at a critical time

To meet the demands of the new world of work  

Many businesses will be planning for change

Especially, where new operations need different property resources    


